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Knowing where to start the journey of migrating from on-prem to public cloud can be 

overwhelming. This workshop guides you through a proven framework that will give you key 

insights and prepare you to make the best decisions. 

Deliverables

At the end of every workshop, 

you will have:

• Review of the total cost of 

ownership (TCO)

• Review an ROI Report Financial 

analysis of moving workloads to 

Azure

• Assess current strengths and 

identify areas to that need focus

• A focused proposal and roadmap 

for moving your workloads to 

Azure

Workshop Agenda

This workshop has three phases:

1. Evaluate 2. Explore 3. Plan

Workshop Assessment PoC Implementation

Your 

Journey

During this one-day workshop we will assess 

the true potential cost and utilization 

information will be mapped to a right-sized 

environment. Our team of solutions specialists, 

architects, and data scientists will work with 

you to identify substantial saving opportunities 

while taking full advantage of the public cloud.

Navigating a cloud migration is complex. As a Microsoft Azure Expert MSP, we’ll make sure 

you avoid the common roadblocks that cause cloud adoption initiatives to stall or fail before 

they even start. The migration services workshop provides:

• Proven, real-world proficiency and skill, for data center lift-and-shift, born-in-cloud new 

applications, and everything in between

• Full stack approach Expertise in every facet of cloud transformation

• Best of the best Accreditation via rigorous recurring third-party audit program

Migration Services

Workshop
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• Evaluate Goals and Desired End State: 

Review customer goals for migrating 

platform and workloads.

• Explore the Cloud Adoption Framework 

including methodologies for:

• Assessing the maturity of the apps 

and workloads

• Planning the workload and 

application roadmap

• Establishing PoC landing zones and 

migrating remaining workloads

• Operating and optimizing the cloud

• Plan the Business Case Development 

and Roadmap: 

Review financial models, return on 

investment, and identify business, 

operational, and technical gaps.
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Migration Services Workshop

We help clients optimize 

and innovate with software, 

cloud, data and AI. Our 

team has deep expertise, 

with over 100 data 

scientists, each averaging 

10 years of experience. 

Our services can help with 

a cloud migration, innovate 

through Azure, and 

improve the user 

experience with Modern 

Work and Teams solutions, 

all while keeping your data 

secure. 

Additional Resources

• Cloud Infrastructure Migration Services

• Cloud Migration Assessment

• Cloud POC Service

• Cloud Tenant Migration Service

• Infrastructure Advisory Service

Workshop Objectives
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